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At Kitchen Craftsmen we believe that a ‘kitchen in a home’ 
is so much more than just a ‘kitchen in a home’. It’s a hub. 
It’s where laughter reigns, where tears fall, it’s from where 
the family daily news is broadcast. Life happens in a kitchen 
and it’s keeping this in mind that ensures that every kitchen 
we design, build and install is as individual as you are.

Then of course there’s food preparation. Functionality 
comes into play, features are paramount and practicality is 
essential. You will find to your delight that we are masters 
at utilising available space to its full advantage and will 
create inspired logic to achieve a design that is pleasing 
both ergonomically and aesthetically. In terms of your 
decision-making process on who to entrust with your 
kitchen, you should ask ‘what sets Kitchen Craftsmen apart 
from the rest’? Well, the person that you deal with in our 
showroom is an experienced designer and not just a sales 
representative. 

Guiding you through the process from start to finish, 
your designer has a complete understanding of your 
needs, budget and aspirations from consultation through 
to design, manufacture and installation. For you, most 
importantly, we are master craftsmen and take absolute 
pride in the quality of our work. A Kitchen Craftsmen 
kitchen is built for life, for love, for longevity. 

Love your craft.

Love, life, longevity. All key 
ingredients of a great kitchen.

“Your designer 
manages your project 
from start to finish.”



Some say craftsmanship’s a thing of the past, but not 
for us. For us, craftsmanship is the delivery of a perfect 
finish, it’s a working functionality that goes beyond the 
construction of a perfect meal and - because we are 
involved hands-on with every process from sale and design 
through to manufacture and installation - it’s very personal.

 Established in Perth, WA in 1999, Kitchen Craftsmen is a 
privately owned, family company. Since inception we have 
built an outstanding reputation for service, quality and an 
enduring ability to meet customers’ needs - from small 
budgets through to creating beautiful kitchens that are 
central to some of the state’s most luxurious homes.

We pay particular attention to detail at the planning and 
design stages to ensure that your Kitchen Craftsmen 
journey is a seamless continuation of work with minimal 
inconvenience right through to the completion of the 
project. Our highly skilled craftsmen and strict project 
management values ensure that your kitchen’s installation 
is as perfect as the initial concept that you fell in love with. 
To ensure we’re providing quality kitchens that will last, our 
cabinetry, glass and stone is manufactured in-house, in Perth. 

Our designs are crafted for you  
right here in Western Australia.



If you’re looking for your dream kitchen, chances are 
Kitchen Craftsmen has exactly what you’re looking for. 
Our kitchens range is extensive and designed to suit a wide 
variety of tastes and budgets, from cost efficient solutions 
through to luxurious family kitchens that will become a real 
centrepiece to any home.

We are proud to partner with some of the world’s leading 
brands in kitchen benchtops, storage, appliances and 
more. In doing so, we are able to create innovative and 
eye-catching kitchen designs, all finished to the highest 
standards of quality and functionality.

Offering outstanding value for money, our range of kitchen 
designs vary from classic styles with beautifully sculptured 
doors, right through to contemporary styles with the latest 
high gloss finishes and an almost unlimited design and 
colour palette.

Excited to find out more? Go online to view our product 
gallery or visit one of our showrooms, which are 

conveniently located in several areas around Perth.

Our Kitchens.

“Cabinets 
manufactured by us, 
right here in WA.”



Our Doors.
The latest technology employed by our teams for cabinet 

and kitchen functionality is the most innovative in the 

market. Our experienced design team will happily talk to 

you through your needs when creating your new kitchen 

space. At Kitchen Craftsmen, we manufacture a wide 

range of doors in our Perth facility, ensuring you’re 

receiving quality custom craftsmanship quickly and 

efficiently. 

Square Edge and Flat Panel Doors
Contemporary and smart, with sleek lines and stylish 

cuts, our Square Edge and Flat Panel Door offering has 

something for everyone, from the most budget conscious 

to those seeking the latest technology in innovative 

surfaces. An expansively diverse range of materials, 

colours, and textures are available within this range. 

Thermolaminated and Vinyl Wrap Doors

Offering a combination of affordability and design, 

Thermolaminated doors are available in a vast range of 

textures, colours and door profiles, allowing you to select 

a combination of each to easily reflect your personal style. 

From sleek, contemporary minimalistic designs, to the 

more traditional look of country style doors, our range 

of Thermolaminated doors offer a profile option for any 

aesthetic brief. 

All of our Thermolaminated doors are non-porous, easy 

to clean and will retain their beauty, providing for years 

of trouble-free use. Available in finishes including Smooth, 

Matt, Gloss, Texture, Satin, Ashgrain, as well as the amazing 

range of Natura and Ravine textures, this expansive range 

is complemented further by a selection of decorative flutes, 

capping and mouldings to complete your ideal look. 

Painted and Lacquered Doors

Our range of Painted doors are manufactured using a 

technologically advanced 2-Pac Polyurethane paint, 

which results in a surface that is easy to clean and has 

an extraordinary resistance to moisture. Available in a 

range of sophisticated door profile options, from elegant 

contemporary simplicity, to rich colonial character shaped 

doors, the Painted door range is further complemented by 

capping and moulding options which allow a unique design 

statement. 

The Painted door range is available in a wide range of 

colours to suit the most minimalist design, right through to 

those who dare to be bolder, and is complemented by a 

range of finishes including Gloss, Satin and Texture.



Timber Doors

For those seeking a more traditionally styled look, our Timber 
door range provides warmth and a naturally luxurious feel. 
Available in favourite timbers such as Jarrah, Marri and 
Victorian Ash, as well as an extensive range of exotic woods, 
these handcrafted doors are available in a variety of profiles 
and edge details, sure to suit the most sophisticated style. 

All of our Timber doors are supplied sealed or fully polished in 
either single pack or polyurethane. Our Timber door range is 
available in Satin, Semi-Gloss, Gloss or Texture finish options to 
complement the extensive range of profile designs and timbers 
available with this offering. 

Painted Glass Fronted Doors

Our exclusive range of Painted Glass doors will provide a striking 
option for any home. For those seeking the ultimate in durability, 
non-porosity, and ease of cleaning that glass offers, we have 
developed our Painted Glass doors to offer a mirror-like finish 
to suit a strictly contemporary style. Available in an amazingly 
vibrant and sophisticated range of colours, our Painted Glass 
doors make a definite statement.

Aluminium Framed Doors 

Available in Brushed Stainless, Satin Aluminium and black colour 
options. We have a number of slimline, wide, or shadowline 
door profiles available too. These are further complemented 
by an array of glass inserts, which include Frosted, Starphire 
White, Mirror or Clear options. The Aluminium Framed door 
range also offers suitability for undercover outdoor applications, 
providing an excellent solution to those wishing to extend the 
look and feel of their inside space to the outdoors. Available 
Compact Laminate inserts offer a waterproof, impact resistant 
and elegant solution to any area requiring a hardier resilience. 
Furthermore, the Compact Laminate colour range is designed to 
match many of the existing colour ranges available in our Square 
Edge and Thermolaminated selections.



Solid Acrylic Doors

Designed primarily for use in Outdoor applications, our 

Solid Acrylic doors are made to be hardwearing, durable, 

moisture proof and hygienic. As these doors are UV stable, 

they are ideal for external applications. Furthermore, in the 

unlikely event that these doors become slightly scratched 

or damaged in future, these minor imperfections may be 

buffed out and repaired on the existing door. 

These doors are available in a comprehensive range of 

colours, finished with a High Gloss surface appearance.  

Stone and Solid Surface Doors

Designed to match your work surfaces, our Stone and Solid 

Surface door range is available in a range of colours and 

finishes, sure to provide the ultimate in complementary 

design statements. Available in Textured and Gloss finishes, 

the colour range varies from the minimalistic through to 

the unique natural appeal of marble and granite statement 

pieces. These can be grain matched to provide a completely 

seamless transition from your work surface to your doors. 

Cool to touch, and providing exceptional resistance to daily 

use, our Stone and Solid Surface door range provide an 

alternative that is sure to resonate beauty, exclusivity and 

individuality for the most sophisticated space. 

Custom Printed Doors

Printed door range offers the ultimate in personal 

design statement, without compromising on existing 

methods of cabinet and door construction. Whilst these 

doors are not suitable for high traffic areas, these 

provide an opportunity for you to select a custom print 

or photograph of your choice, and have that image 

presented on the front of a usable cabinet. 

Custom Printed Doors are an extremely affordable way 

to showcase your favourite image or memory as a design 

feature within your kitchen, or a great way to provide 

feature to an area within your home that could benefit 

from some additional storage and aesthetic appeal.



Functionality that fits you.
We understand that a kitchen has to fit the people who use it. 

On top of looking fantastic, its role should be to simplify daily life 

and add great convenience, which is why we partner with Häfele, 

the global leader in clever storage technologies. Like Kitchen 

Craftsmen, Häfele is passionate about providing super intelligent 

design and a product that delivers incomparable kitchen comforts 

and convenience through optimal functionality. Häfele famously 

pioneers ideas for kitchen areas and innovative storage space 

management.



A product we lean heavily upon.
Kitchen benchtops and splashbacks are some of the most used 

surfaces in any home, so not only should they look amazing but they 

also need to function well and be highly resilient for constant daily use. 

Engineered stone surfaces provide you with a smart and distinctly 

modern alternative to products such as marble and granite for 

kitchen benchtops and splashbacks. Kitchen Craftsmen’s long term 

partnerships with global market leaders means we can offer you a 

product range that delivers a contemporary approach to kitchen 

design and renovations, whilst maintaining the quality and luxury 

that you come to us for. Our engineered stone is safely cut in-house, 

hazard free and compliant with the law.

“Our WA team measure, 
cut and install your glass 
and stone.”



As a privately owned, family-run company 

we are completely aware that great product 

alone is not enough for long term business 

sustainability. Great relationships with 

customers are equally important. Since 1999 

we have worked tirelessly to ensure that 

your journey with us, from start to finish, 

is a thoroughly delightful one. We are also 

happy to let you know that once your dream 

Kitchen Craftsmen kitchen has been installed, 

we will leave you with our Kitchen Craftsmen 

warranty*. 

That’s peace of mind for you and our 
way of saying thank you. 

Delightful
Service.

*warranty on selected doors in the range 

*seven year warranty on selected doors in the designer, ribbon, artisan and craftsman ranges 

*twenty five year warranty on selected cabinets in all ranges 

*full warranty details are available on our website www.kitchencraftsmen.com.au

“One point of contact 
from start to finish.”



We are proud to be pioneering suppliers of internationally renowned 

brands, helping us to provide clients with world class products along 

with craftsmen-inspired kitchens. With our elite combination of unique 

materials and our very own state-of-the-art workshops, Kitchen 

Craftsmen is able to make all of its kitchens in a bespoke way and to 

your personal design requirements. 

We use environmentally positive materials that are sourced and made 

from sustainable supplies with over 90% of all wood products from 

within Australia. Additionally, we recycle over 95% of all our workshop 

timber waste. As a Western Australian, family-owned company we 

work closely with our communities and are proud sponsors of various 

local organisations. 

We can be found in many locations around Perth and look forward to 

helping you with your new build or renovation project soon. 

The Next Step.

Showroom Locations

Claremont   Unit 1/248 Stirling Highway

Joondalup   52 Winton Road

Jandakot   Unit 3/622, Karel Avenue

Midland   Unit 4/319 Great Eastern Highway

Osborne Park  23 Ruse Street

Call us on 1300 548 272 | kitchencraftsmen.com.au



At Kitchen Craftsmen, we don’t just love kitchens – we love alfresco 

spaces, bathrooms, laundries, and even windows and doors, too. As part 

of the FABSCO Group of Companies, we’re fortunate to work closely 

with a number of premier Western Australian brands, including DuoGlass, 

Perth’s largest manufacturer of double glazed windows and doors. 

So, if you’re looking to treat yourself to a new kitchen, why not treat your 

home to custom-made double glazing from DuoGlass at the same time? 

By doing so, you’ll ensure you and your home will benefit from: 

 Up to 50% reduction in heat gain

 Up to 80% reduction of external noise

 Added security and peace of mind

 UV protection 

Plus, for added convenience, DuoGlass showrooms can be found within 

all six of Kitchen Craftsmen’s showrooms in Claremont, Jandakot, 

Joondalup, Midland and Osborne Park. 

To find out more about DuoGlass’ product range and to request a free 

quote, call 1300 548 272 or visit duoglass.com.au

Double glazing 
solutions.



Showroom Locations:

Claremont
Unit 1/248 Stirling Highway, Claremont WA 6010

 (08) 6558 2360

claremont@kitchencraftsmen.com.au

Opening hours:

Mon – Sat: 9am – 3pm

Joondalup
52 Winton Road, Joondalup WA 6027

 (08) 6558 2320

joondalup@kitchencraftsmen.com.au

Opening hours:

Mon – Sat: 9am – 3pm

Jandakot
Unit 3/622 Karel Avenue, Jandakot WA 6164

(08) 6558 2350

jandakot@kitchencraftsmen.com.au

Opening hours:

Mon – Sat: 9am – 3pm

Osborne Park
23 Ruse Street, Osborne Park WA 6017

(08) 6558 2330

osbornepark@kitchencraftsmen.com.au

Opening hours:

Mon – Sat: 9am – 3pm

Midland
Unit 4/319 Great Eastern Highway, Midland WA 6056

(08) 6558 2340

midland@kitchencraftsmen.com.au

Opening hours:

Mon – Sat: 9am – 3pm


